Sewer Hose Carriers
and Storage Tubes

Versatile. Functional. Affordable. Only from D&W.  
Super-Tube

NEW!

Allows for the biggest hose fittings!

D&W Inc.’s new and versatile Super-Tube can be mounted undercarriage or under the frame tongue. Super-Tube opens on both ends for super-easy access. Unlike
screw-in plugs, which often bind and stick, our built-in mounting bracket/hatch assembly features roadworthy hatch-type doors with a positive latch that operates
easily in tough, dirty undercarriage environments. The Super-Tube’s roomy 4 5/8” diameter allows for storage of sewer hoses with fittings attached or is the ideal
place to stow fishing poles and similarly shaped gear. D&W Inc.’s sturdy new Super-Tube is made of tough heavy-duty black polymer that will blend perfectly with
the RV and is available in any length up to ten feet.

Lockable for secure storage (lock not provided)

Can be hitch-frame mounted

Provides additional storage

Can be undercarriage mounted

Sani-Tube

Maxi-Tube

flexi-Tube

Popular Sani-Tube is D&W Inc.’s original sidewall mount
sewer hose carrier. This economically priced 4” tube
accommodates a 3” sewer hose and is designed to fit
smaller spaces. The convenient hatch door features a
proven easy-to-use latch with rust-free components and
is made of a specially blended, extremely UV resistant
co-polymer that resists yellowing. Sani-Tube is offered
in standard and custom lengths up to ten feet. Choose
hatches in white, black or grey.      

Maxi-Tube has the same secure, easy-to-use hatch as
Sani-Tube, but features a larger 4 1/2” heavy duty
tube like the Super-Tube. The wider opening allows
storage of long, bulky items, such as fishing rods or ski
poles, as well as sewer hoses with connection fittings
attached. Choose Maxi-Tube in any length up to ten
feet. Hatches come in a choice of white, black or grey
and feature a durable twist latch with long-lasting all
rust-free components for superior function.

Flexi-Tube combines the benefits of a recessed,
flexible, rust-free tube with the ability to fit confined
areas. This bendable and compressible four inch
diameter solid aluminum tube can be easily
manipulated to avoid wheel wells, plumbing, vehicle
supports and other obstacles. Flexi-Tube has the same
hatch options as D&W Inc.’s rigid tubes, including a
twist latch opener with stainless steel components
and color choices of white, black or grey. Choose any
length up to eight feet.

Additional Features

Hatches are offered in white, black or grey.
Replacement carriers and hatches are
obtainable at: www.dwincorp.com

· Custom lengths and configurations to meet your needs.
(Ordering length is screw hole to screw hole.)
· D&W Inc. sewer hose carriers are available in bulk quantities for the OEM.

www.dwincorp.com

All D&W Inc. hatches have a
handy twist latch with no-rust
stainless steel components.

